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The deployment of biological and chemical weapons byaggres
sor states is not a hypothetical scenario but a life-threatening
contingency. Although Iraq was deterred from using its biolog
ical and chemical weapons during Operation Desert Storm,
what forms ofdeterrence must be considered in preventing the
use of these weapons of mass destruction in the future? Tra
ditional deterrents against their use have ranged from the
threat of a military response to the ratification of diplomatic
treaties and agreements. An overall strategy to deter the use of
these weapons includes an additional, less frequently dis
cussed approach-force protection-which encompasses de
fensive biomedical countermeasures (e.g., antibiotics, drugs,
vaccines, diagnostic tests) and nonmedical protective devices
(e.g., masks, specialized clothing/shelters, detectors). A com
bined, integrated approach to deterrence is reviewed in this
article with regard to current policies and the roles played by
Department of Defense research and development programs
for biological and chemical defense.

The Reality of the Threat

T he Iran-Iraqwar in the 1980sremoved anylingering doubts
that chemical weapons remain viable threats. Nor was the

danger of unconventional weapons in the post-Cold War era
viewed as an alarmist's scenario. World attentionwas abruptly
focused during Operation DesertStorm (ODS) on the real po
tential of biological and chemical weapons beingused against
United States military personnel, members ofthe coalition force,
and civilian populattons.l:" The recognition of the reality of
these threats is a positive step toward developing a stronger
deterrence policy and arguesforcontinued support in defending
personnel of the U.S., its friends, and allies against biological
and chemical weapons. This article summarizes various deter
rence policies that are designed to prevent the use of these
weapons, in general, and emphasizes the critical role played by
Department ofDefense (DOD)-supported medical and nonmed
ical research, development, test, and evaluation programs.

Although biological and chemical threats are discussed to
getherhere, it must be emphasized that theyrepresentseparate
domains withinthe context ofweapons ofmass destructionand
are associated with different perceptions and issues.3-

5 Forex
ample, even the possession ofbiological weapons is, by interna
tional treaty, illegal, whereas there is no general prohibition
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againstthe use ofpotentially farmore destructive nuclearweap
ons."Biological threat agentsalsodiffer from nuclearand chem
ical weapons in dual-use research, development, and produc
tion(e.g., for the legitimate manufacture ofpharmaceuticals vs.
the illegal production ofweapons), which complicates verifica
tion of compliance agreements. Perhaps more importantly for
members ofthe military health care community is the fact that
biological and chemical agents differ from conventional and
nuclear weapons because personnel, in general, can be pro
tectedfrom them.

In common usage, "deter" means to discourage, restrain, or
prevent a person's action by means of doubt or fear. In the
academic language ofdeterrence theory, it meanstoconvince an
adversary that the cost of aggression exceeds any possible
gain7-to increase the cost-to-benefit ratiofor an adversary. The
various typesofdeterrence that will be discussedhere are sum
marized in Table I. Theroles played bymilitary, diplomatic, and
defensive approaches in providing deterrence to biological and
chemical warfare are highlighted. To provide a framework to
shape this discussion about deterrence, it will alsobe useful to
referto strategic policies that havebeen considered historically
to prevent the state (governmentl-sponsored use of nuclear
weapons.

Deterrenceby Military Action

From World War I until the Cold War era, the response to
attacks upon U.S. armed forces with chemical weapons was a
threat to retaliate in kind. President Roosevelt pledged in 1943
that the U.S. would not use chemical weapons unless first at
tackedby the enemy withthese agents." Theconcept ofnuclear
deterrence that emerged as a policy issue during the 1950s
centered on military retaliation to quell the imminent nuclear
threat posedby the former Soviet Union. Deterrence ofnuclear
warfare duringthe Cold War was the threat ofcountervtolence"
that would punish in kind or at a higherlevel ofdestruction. 10

The U.S. ratified the 1925 Geneva Protocol in 1975 (see
below), but it still reserved the right to retaliate in kind to
chemical attack. During ODS, there was not a clearlyenun
ciatedpolicy by the membersofthe coalition force in respond
ing to an Iraqi attack with biological or chemical weapons. 11

In contrast to the official declaratory policies regarding nu
clear weapons, the vagueness in the policy dealing with bio
logical and chemical threats allowed "ambiguous signals" to
be perceived by the Iraqi government. 12 The use of a deliber
atelyambiguouspolicy is not newand was prevtously used in
NATO's "flexible response" as part of its extended deterrence
strategy against the former Warsaw Pact.13

Nuclear retaliation to the use of chemical weapons was re
portedto havebeenperceived byseniorIraqi officials as a cred
ible possibility. Thisperception arosefrom the pronouncements
regarding U.S. actions by President Bush and Secretary of
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TABLEI

DETERRENTS TO PREVENT THE USE OF WEAPONS OF MASS
DESTRUCTION

Defense Cheney'" and in discussions with Secretary of State
Baker.1L15The Chief ofthe United Nations Special Commission
(UNSCOM), Rolf Ekeus, explained that ".. .Iraqtranslatedthose
statementswiththe U.S. responding [toa chemical orbiological
attack] with very drastic means as meaning a nuclear
threat."lL16 Thus, duringODS, the Iraqi government mayhave
been deterred, in part, from usingbiological or chemical weap
ons because they perceived the possibility ofa nuclear retal
iation (Le., escalatorydeterrence'V'").

Iraq's apparent supposition was inconsistent with the
"negative security assurance" policy made in 1978 bySecretary
ofState Vance during the Carter administration. 18 This policy
proscribed the U.S. from using nuclear weapons against any
state that neither possessed nuclear weapons nor was allied
witha state that did. 11 Moreover, whenaskedto consider using
tactical nuclear weapons against conventional forces, General
Colin Powell, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staffduring
ODS, responded that the "political costs outweighed military
gain,,12 and that therewasno intention ofletting "that [nuclear]
genie out of the bottle. ,,19 Thus, nuclear self-deterrence by the
U.S. mayalsohave beena significant factor duringODS. Given
that numerousvariables and conditions could existfor the U.S.
in future contingency operations in biological or chemical envi
ronments, nuclear retaliation, even the use of a low-yield nu
clear weapon,20-22 maynot be a useful option, and the possi
bility ofputtingone'sown forces at risk mayrenderthis military
response undesirable.

After ODS, General John Shalikashvili (thepresentchairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff) testified at a Senate hearing that
retaliation in kind to chemical attacks would not be used, rein
forcing President Bush's renunciation ofthis actionin 1991.23

Instead, General Shalikashvili stated that advanced conven
tional munitions would likely be used in response to a chemical
attack. As with first use of nuclear weapons." retaliation in
kind to biological or chemical weapons is alsopredicted to pre
cipitate long-lasting adverse political reactions and to create
barriersin the nucleararms control arena." Retaliation in kind
would also confound efforts at preserving and developing new
international treaties and agreements designed to control the
proliferation and production ofthese agents.26,27

The problems ofrelying upon retaliation withnuclearweap-

Type of
Deterrence

Punishment
Denial
Extended
Escalatory

Self
EXistential

Defensive

Definition

Retaliate in kind or at a higher level
Prevent aggressor from achieving aims
Protect allies with one's own deterrents
Threaten to use weapons that have a level

of destruction higher than those to be
used by the adversary

Prevent the use of one's own weapons
Prevent aggressor's action by possessing (or

having the capability to develop) the
deterrent

Protect forces and convince the adversary
that its threat will be ineffective if used

ons in response to biological or chemical threats stress the
necessity to seek alternative measures. Solving these problems
reflects a trend in the evolution of deterrence strategy in the
realm of these weapons. Rather, stronger arms control agree
ments and enhanced force protection are clearly the other op
tions that must be sought in future strategies.

Deterrence by Diplomatic Actions

The diplomatic tools summarized in this section provide a
foundation "on which to act" against aggressor states using
biological or chemical agents." Theforeign policy components
for theprevention ofbiological and chemical warfare include two
legally binding instruments (the Geneva Protocol of 1925 and
the 1972 Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention [BWC],29
various policy statements, and confidence-building measures
among friends, allies, and potential combatants (see Table II).
The significant turning point in U.S. policy regarding biological
weapons occurred in 1969 with the unilateral renunciation
statementby President Nixon,30 which ledto the ratification by
the U.S. ofthe 1925 Geneva Protocol and the 1972 BWC.

The 1972 BWC represents an enhancement of the 1925 Ge
nevaProtocol to prevent the use ofbiological weapons. Amajor
problem with the BWC is a lack of a satisfactory program for
verification of compliance. Biological agents, because of their
potential dual-use capabilities, are not as readily amenable to
agreements that seeka "zero-option," as is the casewithnuclear
weapons.3L32Thisverification dilemma is one of the apparent
barriers that has stalled the Chemical Weapons Convention
ratification in the U.S. Senate.26,33,34 The difficulties encoun
teredduringUNSCOM's intrusive verification ofIraq'spotential
dual-use equipment suggest that this procedure would be too
impractical to be implemented in a multinational verification
scheme." Another perceived problem involves allowing inspec
tors to have access to confidential and proprietary information
at commercial facilities. This issue, however, has been under
study and will probably be addressed to the satisfaction of
the key players." Furthermore, although inspections can
verify capability, they cannot verify intent.36,37 Despite these
problems, verification is secondary to the primary issue that
is addressed by these diplomatic efforts in preventing un
checked proliferation and development of these weapons."

Besides verification, another less acknowledged problem po
tentially exists with the BWC. Article X (which is, as yet, not
implemented) calls for ratifying states to share, albeit without
specific commitments, biotechnological information on defen
sive capabilities.39-41 Assistance to less developed countries
maybe oneofthe major costs ofthe BWC. Paradoxically, ifone
of these states becomes a future U.S. adversary, especially a
suspected proliferant or developer of threat agents, then this
shared information mayput the U.S. and other technologically
advanced signatory states at a disadvantage.

Two agreements that donot have legal force, but are neverthe
less important, have also been established. The 29 nations that
presently constitute the Australia Group began to develop an
agreement in 1985 restricting the export ofmaterial (e.g., toxins)
and equipment from member to nonmember states." Concerns
have beenraised that thesetraditional controls areunfairly selec
tive against nonmember, developing nations.23,26,42 The other
agreement, involving the United States, the United Kingdom, and
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TABLE IT

CHRONOLOGY OF MAJOR TREATIES, POLICIES, ANDAGREEMENTS THATADDRESS BIOLOGICAL OR CHEMICAL WARFARE

Date

Signed, 1925; ratified by U.S., 1975

1969-1970

Signed, 1972; ratified by U.S., 1975;
reviews, 1981, 1986, 1991

1984 for chemical warfare and 1993 for
biological warfare agents

1989-1994

1990

1991

1992

Signed, 1993; (not ratified by U.S.)

Planned for, 1997-2004

Treaty /Policy /Agreement

Geneva Convention

Nixon statements

Biological Weapons Convention

The Australia Group

Wyoming Memorandum of Understanding

Enhanced Proliferation Control Initiative
(Executive Order 12735)

Cooperative Threat Reduction Program
(Nunn-Lugar program)

Trilateral Joint Statement (U.S., United
Kingdom, Russia)

Chemical Weapons Convention

U.S. Soviet Bilateral Destruction
Agreement

Goals

Prohibit first use of biological! chemical
weapons

Renounce unilaterally offensive biological
weapon development, stockpiling, and
usage

Develop biological weapon anti
proliferation measures and exchange
information

Control export of technology

Inspect and exchange chemical weapon
stockpile data by U.S. and Russia

Control export of technology and set forth
sanctions

Destroy Russia's chemical weapon
stockpile

Terminate Russia's offensive biological
weapon research

Develop chemical weapon anti
proliferation measures and exchange
information

Stop production and reduce chemical
weapon stockpile

Russia, is the 1992 Trilateral JointStatement onbiological weap
ons. As with the treaties, compliance with these agreements still
awaits practical and credible verification procedures.

Deterrence byDefensive Actions

In addition to political pressure against development, prolif
eration, and use of these weapons, a defensive approach to
biological and chemical weapon deterrence must be considered.
The present biological and chemical defensive programs sup
ported by the DOD represent existing components of an inte
grated and overlapping system and serve an important role in
the "web ofdeterrencer'" (see Fig. 1). This systemincludes the
continued development of adequate agent detection and warn
ingdevices, individual and collective protection (masks and pro
tective overgarments, shelters), and medical countermeasures
(antibiotics, drugs, vaccines, diagnostic tests).

The major deterrent role played by medical and nonmedical
countermeasures is to deny an adversary maximum benefit from
usingtheseweapons.44,45 Opposing a force that is protected with
these countermeasures would further deny the adversary from
usinga biological orchemical agent ofchoice. Protected personnel
could causetheadversary todismiss theuseoftheavailable threat
agentor to use extraresources (time, money, manpower) to wea
ponize a different one. Forexample, tetanus toxin, which is almost
as potentas C. botulinum toxin, is notgenerally viewed as a poten
tial biological threat to U.S. personnel because they are already
immunized. By protecting individuals against the mostlethal and
readily deployable threat agents, the remaining available choices
maybelesstoxic, lessstableintheenvironment." andmore costly
to produce. Having to spendresources to develop novel (designer)
biological and chemical agents would also delay and, thus, deter
the aggressor further. Doubts about the utility of biological or

Military Medicine, Vol. 162, March 1997

chemical weapons as effective offensive weapons could be created
orfostered byconvincing an adversary that theopposing forces are
already or could be, in a contingency, effectively protected.

The use ofmedical and nonmedical countermeasures in de
terringthese threat agentshas beenviewed favorably byseveral
authors3.43.46-49 but has also been criticized by others.50-53 A
review ofthe main points of their arguments is presentedhere.

Potential adversaries must be convinced that defensive deter
rence against biological and chemical threats exists and is ef
fective. This process was initiated by the 1969-1970 speeches
by President Nixon and is, in part, established by the existence
ofa congressionally mandatedJoint Program Office for Biolog
ical Defense (JPO/BD) and defensive research programs in
which the U.S. Army is the executive agent(e.g., the mostrecent
congressional language for the Biological Defense Research Pro
gramis in Public Law 103-160, November 30, 1993).Thedevel
opment of future medical countermeasures is coordinated
through the JPO/BD and implemented in a number ofdefense
research laboratories within the U.S. Army Medical Research
and Materiel Command, the U.S. Army Chemical and Biological
Defense Command, and the Office of Naval Research. These
programs representopenand transparent forms ofdeterrence"
and constitute a part of the confidence-building measures de
scribedby the BWC Second Review Conference in 1986.

The underlying foundation for these programs consists of
policy and planning components, both ofwhich provide a fund
ing rationale. For example, the present biological warfare de
fense vaccination policy provides an outline ofessentialfeatures
including "vaccine research, development, testing, evaluation,
acquisition, and stockpiling" and ofefforts to improve "existing
vaccines and the development ofnewmedicines against all val
idatedbiological warfare threat agents."54 Thisvaccination pol
icyis in keeping withthe planningand budgeting processes that
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Fig. 1. An integrated and overlapping approach to the deterrence of biological
and chemical warfare. The three arenas of action are military (contingency opera
tions), diplomatic (e.g., treaties), and defensive (medical and nonmedical counter
measures).

ments by independent panels ofpeer reviewers are performed.
Information appears in the openliterature about the laborato
ries working within the program, the personnel involved, and
their fields of expertise. Furthermore, information is dissemi
nated electronically (e.g., by the recently established Chemical
and Biological Defense Information Analysis Center on the In
ternet World Wide Web server: http://www.battelle.org/cbiac/
cbiachp.html). As a last point, the protection offered bymedical
and nonmedical countermeasures is viewed to be technically
feasible. Assessing thefunctionality ofthe countermeasures has
been achieved, in part, by publishing research results in peer
reviewed journals and by obtaining, whennecessary, approval
from the appropriate regulatory agency.

Theconduct ofthesecomprehensive programs does not come
without some risks. It has been pointed out that the monetary
costs of medical and nonmedical countermeasures will take
funds away from other projects.51.

53 Compared to weapons re
search, development, testing, and evaluation programs, how
ever, the costs to support these defensive efforts are small.
Strauss and King53 havealsoarguedthat the entiretargetpop
ulation cannot be protected. This view is valid only when con
sidering an attack onan unarmedcivilian population and is not
valid whenattacks are directed againstmilitary personnel who
can be protected. Concerns over environmental issues in con
ducting defensive researchhavealsobeen raised." As in civil
ian laboratories that are faced with similar containment prob
lems, the risks can be minimized or eliminated in defense
research facilities with vigilant supervision, good laboratory
practices, and proper training. Politically, there is the possible
risk that aggressors mayview (or advance the perception) that
any defensive program supported by an opponent is offensive
and, therefore, a potential threat.50 Alternatively, the disman
tlingofdefensive researchprograms has prompted at least one
author to speculate that an adversary could perceive such an
action as making these research programs secret, and, thus, in
tensify its own offenstve efforts."Potential adversaries could also
use the research information published in the open literature to
acquire and develop orstrengthen theirown offensive biological or
chemical programs.

Despite thesearguments, the costsare heavily outweighed by
the expected benefits. First and foremost, at-riskpersonnel will
be protected against some biological or chemical threats. Sec
ond, a public acknowledgment can emerge that conscientious
efforts have beenmade to protectat-riskpersonnel. Finally, the
researchinformation is made available to the worldwide scien
tific and public healthcarecommunities in a mannerconsistent
withopenand transparent policies.

Astrategy ofdeterrence againstthe use ofbiological or chem
icalweapons needstobean integrated effort that uses the threat
ofmilitary retaliation againstan aggressor state as a reaction of
last resort. Medical and nonmedical countermeasures for the
most lethal and readily weaponized biological and chemical
weapons will provide protection and deny an adversary's use of
theseweapons orwill force theaggressor touse lessefficient and
more costly agents. By providing effective countermeasures, the
DOD biological and chemical defense programs shouldconvinc
ingly increase the cost/benefit ratiofor a potential aggressor. A
continued commitment in the form ofdoctrine, training, logis
tics, and material for using medical and nonmedical counter-

Diplomatic Brena

EHchange of
medical, scientific, Co

technical
information

Defenslue Rrena

Military Brena

are strongly influenced by the recommendations made by the
Pentagon's Joint Requirements Oversight Council and the Joint
Warfighting Capability Assessments (JWCA).55 Ofthe nine as
sessmentareaspresently covered in theJWCA process, the area
of "deterrence and counter-proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction" wasdesigned "tofill gaps in U.S. capability to fight
in" an environment contaminated by nuclear, biological, or
chemical weapons.56 These sets ofproblems are addressed by
the Counterproliferation Support Program and the Biological
Defense Research Program.

As stated in the "Deutch Report, ,,57 "The activities of the
DOD across the full range of U.S. efforts to combatprolifera
tion, includingdiplomacy, arms control, exportcontrols, and
intelligence collection and analysis" have "the particular re
sponsibility for assuring" the "protection" of "U.S. forces and
interests...should they confront an adversary armed with
weapons of mass destruction or missiles." This newcounter
proliferation strategy has been characterized to include "all
policy instruments from diplomacy and deterrence to active
and passive defenses. ,,58 Indeed, any operations calling for
interdiction, sample collection, and vertflcatton'" would re
quire force protection, "protective suits, shelters, vaccines
and antidotes.,,58

Thedeterrentcapabilities ofresearchand development efforts
of the defensive biological and chemical programs, which in
clude extramural and intramuralresearchactivities, are already
in evidence. Broad Agency Announcements and Requests For
Proposals for extramural researchprograms are routinely made
(e.g., in the Commerce Business Daily) for contract proposals.
Material Transfer Agreements and Cooperative Research and
Development Agreements alsolendsupport to theseefforts. The
results from extramural and intramuralresearchprograms are
made public at open conferences'? and by publication in the
scientific literature.

The results ofthese programs are credible. Scientific assess-
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measures is needed to develop them into operational compo
nents ofan integrated deterrence policy and a strongdefensive
posture.
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